

**ALUMNI ENJOYED REUNION**

Nearly 2,000 Attended Meetings, Games, Plays

Recently graduated Rice students, numbering in the thousands, came from far and wide to attend the annual Alumni Reunion of Rice Colleges last week. The event was sponsored by the Rice Alumni Association and attended by hundreds of former students, faculty, and staff. The reunion was held at the Rice Hotel and included social events, athletic games, and a series of lectures and discussions. The event was a testament to the strong bonds formed during their time at Rice and the enduring support of the Rice community.

**STUDIES TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED**

Due to inclement weather, the University of Houston has suspended all classes until further notice. Students are encouraged to check their email for updates and to remain safe during the storm. The university has activated its emergency preparedness plan and is working closely with local authorities to ensure the safety of all students and staff.

**Bears Recover from Scare**

Defeat Owls 17 to 9 In Thanksgiving Game

By Gordon Turney

Seven members of the Rice Owls were injured in a recent game against the Bears, but the Owls fought back to win the game. The Owls were leading 9-0 at halftime, but the Bears came back in the second half to tie the game at 9-9. In the final seconds of the game, the Owls scored a winning touchdown, securing the victory.

**1925 Football Season**

A recent report has come to light regarding the 1925 football season. The report details the challenges faced by the team, including injuries and travel difficulties. Despite these obstacles, the team managed to secure a victory in the final game of the season. The victory was a testament to the players' hard work and dedication.

**AN ORIENTAL DANCE**

The Downstairs Library Did Not Have a Hat Check

An unusual event occurred last week in the Downstairs Library. A group of students performed an oriental dance, which was met with much enthusiasm by the audience. The performance was a departure from the usual activities and added a unique element to the library's offerings.

**ALUMNI ENJOYED REUNION**

Alumni Association, according to Sam Gaylord Johnson, '21, was elected president of the Alumni Association for the ensuing year, at a meeting held at the Rice Hotel last Wednesday. The meeting was attended by the largest number of former students in recent years, with nearly 200 attendees. The Alumni Association is working to strengthen its ties to the university community and promote the spirit of Rice pride.

**SADLY LATER**

Football Action in Houston

In a recent game, the Owls faced the Bears at Rice Stadium. The game was filled with exciting plays, but the Owls unfortunately lost in the final seconds. The Owls will be looking to bounce back in their next game against the Tigers.
HOW NOW, ART

OBJECTIVE

Somebody ought to take a sharp shoe and weed out about two-thirds of the lads who manufacture every organization on the campus. Some students go in for school activities conscientiously and willingly, and will do something worth while in other fields than their studies. Others become club members and student officers because it gives them a certain prestige which they would not have otherwise; while the purpose that still others have for entering various fields of activity is known to no one, not even to themselves.

There is something to do in every organization. Somebody that has more life and bustling life exists in the modern university at least as when any one of them. Certainly Rice is no exception. There are those students who are interested in activities in which some are not interested in as they see. Some go in for activities alone while others go in for studies above. The most attractive book wore extracted his nose from its dusty volume, fished a couple of times and grins at the chance to express an opinion and a social novel directed the fortunates of those silly creatures.

We must see that the activities we see in all of their activities at all. And there are those who laugh at "that poor devil who is forever hunting wieners and going after girls."

There are the social and other activities without ever getting any study out of it.

Wake up you muddy bookworm who buries the library forever in your shoes, who live in the world and breathe a wholesome breath. Come to the human being who never loses sight of the dinner table. As Shakespeare would have said, "carries thy wits in thy belly and thy guts in thy head." Take a book into yourself and to the weight of college life and look the scales.

It is a national accident, a balanced, normal man-scape. Oh, for the life of a sage, that is colored and flavored with human life. Oh, for a mental life and a last experience of society.

The Old de-beau—In his signs visibly ugly.

CONSEQUENTLY.

THE ISSUE

Coach Hiester's crew of football warriors will assemble at midnight tonight and take in various Alumni and other speakers there about. The season will be praised. The players will be criticized. They will be taken in altogether with an air of strict attention, as if the various items were the main issue of the evening. But down in the hearts they realize what the main issue in, and their attitude will be altered when the official wind-up of a hard season is reached in the awarding of the laurels.

The football letter is something more than a group of a man's achievements. It is a tribute to his efforts, a sign of hard training and faithfulness to discipline. It is an honorable way of earning honor, and it starts for ability, clean sportsmanship and non-professionalism. It is the badge of honor in college athletics that corresponds to monetary reward in the professional sport world.

But does not add brute strength and brand physical antagonism, we are asked. Is it not the stamp of approval on the growth, the development of the individual in man? Those who ask what questions and who seek to do away with the letter and boisterously declare themselves out of a good portion of their natural development. The letter is a one-sided viewpoint of the child of the letter has not antagonism? Why not offer reward to the man who has worked and strived with all his might and not been worthy of the team? Does everyone appreciate the feeling of just pride that must be created in the student who receives his letter?
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The student body—Then every one realize what it means to the uninitiate who has worked hard and strived with all his might and not been worthy of the team? Does everyone appreciate the feeling of just pride that must be created in the student who receives his letter?
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To EVERYONE

Gone home Christmas!

Of course you remember one of the duties of a Rice student—The old home town or other place. The planning is made to the job of telling Rice to students.

We have a great number of young men and women. Number is no goal. Already Rice is crowed and a great many high places is always room for more students, and if you are acquainted with or happen to make the acquaintance of ten, tell him all the good things you know about the Institute, and explain to him why he should come here.

And while you are about it remember that we are in need of a football team that can stand up under constant pressure—athletes alike. No money to offer athletes—no, but a real, honest to God school that will not allow them to forget what they really do to come for college to, for a learning.

LIARS' COLUMN

There are a number of souls with standing with the least fortunes but have been cheated admirably by their vendor named Rice with such wealth.

In the name of common decency we will not print the names of the one that are doing this but will have a list of these.

"When she went to A. & H. she gave me this dress.

The work being done on the Administration building is not the return of Dr. Lovett.

Lavont Autrey's latest movie is not the fault of this kid when he returned from several nights ago.

Saturday Night Impressions

By Franzi

Ladies and gentlemen, tonight's entertainment is sponsored by the Rice Institute Student Magazine and the Jack Robin and His Dukal Band.

Dale Wine and his dean, the first couple on the dance floor, and another football man breaking trading various ways.

"Roxy" Helfin, sitting in a corner with her perfect body, and nothing else.
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BOOK NOTES

LIBERTY & CHARLES BONI, pub.

American Authors, are bringing out an unadorned edition of the complete works of the Yatzie father.

This edition was to be revised by the author, but his death interrupted the work. He had chosen the illustration and supervised the work.

This will be the first edition of the complete works of the Yatzie father and is an excellent illustrated edition. It will be issued at the same time, published in limited editions.

WANGING RELAPIS is the title of a book by Lawrence Storrie

"Conquers the world, a most a-ide fashion that is sure to be sought.

The book, which has not yet been

For "Her"

A SWEENEY DIAMOND RING

The last word in quality and design. We have a wide assortment to please you.

F. F. Sweeney

Jewelry Co.

Main and Prairie

Second National Bank

MAIN STREET AT RUSK AVENUE

Capital $1,000,000

Surplus $2,000,000

"Growing With Houston"

What's the use of artificial lighting?

It is mainly experimental, aiding General Electric scientists to solve high power transmission problems. Many such experiments yield no immediate return.

But in the long run this work is practical and important. It is part of the study which must go on increasingly if this powerful force, Electricity, is to be fully tamed and enlisted in your service.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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We are to imply that James Branch Cabell's latest book, "Shrawn and Prayin'-Books," published by Robert M. McBride & Co., is the culmination, or rather the epitome of his serial biography, of which Beyond Life, a book similar in conception to the present work, is the prologue.

At least, this is the idea that the author suggests to us in this book. Of course, it would be foolish to venture to employ, of his literary life.

There is wisdom and wit in this book. Cabell is wry, ironic, and express his opinions in no uncertain terms. He reasserts his experiences with those who would, to use a phrase of his own, rationalize his work to limits.

Yet he can do no less than thank the preparation of this action, inasmuch as Jungian and his other books enjoyed oppressive vigor after their lift with the law.

Deserved

Cabell has now achieved the position in American letters that he deserves. That this is justifiable and logical no one can deny. If, by chance, any person should make an attempt to steal Cabell from his position (and it is rumored that there are Beaux who would do this), oversight is too great for them.

I have said that there is wisdom in this book. There is in this and more. It is made clear to us in the artist written to divert himself: "He plays and the end of his endeavor is to divert himself." That is a sound philosophy. We cannot not write for a better reason for writing.

But Cabell cannot confine himself to a discipline of Cabell. He also discusses books, authors, and religion.

Dime Store's "Messer Marco Polo" is discussed. Anselm's "Mocador" is approved, and his own idea of religion is dealt with in a manner that may be surprising to some of his admirers.

The good, Harris-Hahlo, at its inception, "Quick and Smiling Xmas Service" as the motto up the outstanding features of Christmas Service as the motto.

The Christmas season is a happy season, a season of joy, cheer, kindness, courtesy, self-forgetfulness, service. Naturally, we have a store full of gift merchandise, but with it we dispense a full measure of alacrity, courtesy, helpfulness, and good cheer which makes this store true to its ideal, "Quick and Smiling Christmas Service."
power. It is consensus of opinion that of the men were given all-conference honors. Hale, Nash and Heflin, were in there, while Smith, Ray, Morgan, Wilford, etc., if they had not been recorded.

Aerial attack several more first downs were gained if the Owls had used more of an aerial attack.

I. For Baylor, showing that the of-iary team. Three all-State men are not report for practices until the second week. The third quarter saw no scoring. The most part the play of the third quarter was by far the most brilliant. The following comments appear:
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